PEX Shut-Off Tools are designed for emergency shut off of ½” and ¾” Pex tubing. The compact design of the SSPEX2 allows the user to reach into difficult locations to seal off PEX tubing. The SSPEX2 uses two wing nuts to squeeze the PEX tubing and secure the tool closed until the repair is complete.

1. Install the SSPEX2 over the PEX tubing to be shut off, then slide the top squeeze bar into place, then rotate the swivel latch with wing nut into place.

2. First snug then squeeze the two bars of the SSPEX2 together evenly by turning the two wing nuts clockwise to tighten.

3. When the user is ready to remove the SSPEX2 tool from the PEX tubing, simply loosen the two wing nuts and rotate the swivel latch allowing the top bar to rotate out of the way.